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“Code Blue, Bed 13 . . . Code Blue, Bed 13 . . . Code Blue, Bed 13 . . . ”

The announcement thundered from the hallways of the Intensive Care Unit as Cathryn Leary approached the entrance.  She glanced at the door to the unit and felt an ominous chill.

This is not a good way to start the day, Cathryn thought as she entered the hallway. She glanced at her watch: 7:00 am. Her full day’s work had already begun, and she was on call. 

As a third year resident at Bayview Hospital, Dr. Cathryn Leary worked with a team of physicians who rotated on a daily basis to cover all the patients at the Intensive Care Unit, known simply as “the Unit”. The Unit consisted of 13 beds with some of the sickest patients in the hospital. To all the residents, the Unit month was one of the most challenging and demanding periods of their educational careers. And as the resident on call today, Cathryn would spend the next twelve hours overseeing the welfare of all 13 patients at the Unit, along with her teaching responsibilities to her intern and medical student. 

Near Bed 13, a swarm of people peered into a small bedroom full of machines now beeping in a dysynchronous harmony. The attending physician shouted orders to everyone, and anyone, who was willing to listen. Nurses bumped into one another as they hurriedly located life-saving drugs and injected them into the patient. The nervous medical student who arrived early in order to “read up” on his assigned patients was now compressing on the patient’s chest in an ordered rhythm. Beads of sweats dripped down his forehead… 

*          *          *          *          *

…Although deep inside Cathryn knew that there was nothing else she could have done to prevent this tragedy, she couldn’t help but feel a sense of guilt and responsibility for what had happened. All she could think now was her promise to Jesse, Mr. W’s 9-year-old son on the night of admission. That she would take good care of his dad.

Empty promises. That seemed to be her specialty nowadays. Cathryn’s personal life was full of promises she can’t keep. To her husband, she promised to be a better wife, to be more caring and attentive to his needs. To her children, Abby and Libby, ages 2 and 3, she promised to be a good mother, always being there for them whenever they needed her.
 
But somehow, the promises were never fulfilled. Consumed by the demands of her residency, Cathryn’s life now only consisted of long arduous hours of work intermixed with few stolen moments of rest and recuperation. Over the past 3 years of residency, Cathryn had missed so many family obligations that she finally lost count. She can’t remember the last time she was intimate with her husband, let alone the last time she went on a date with him! Even worse, it’s been months since the last time she read her children a bedtime story and tucked them in bed.  

In a way, Cathryn actually enjoyed and looked forward to working at the Unit. The Unit had structure compared to her chaotic life. The Unit had all sorts of algorithms and protocols for various difficult situations: if someone came in with fever and hypotension-- clearly, she would run the sepsis protocol; if someone coded on the floor- she knew immediately to run the ACLS protocol. 

But when facing a husband who acted coolly towards her and children who constantly cried for her attention?  There just weren’t any protocols for that.

*          *          *          *          *

“Cathryn, you got that?” Her thoughts were interrupted by the attending physician’s question. Cathryn’s face must have indicated as much because he repeated the request.  “Fill out the paperwork for Mr. W’s death certificate and gather a family meeting to report his death. Call me if you need anything.  I’ll be over at the outpatient clinic all day today.”

Cathryn nodded in response.  As the attending physician left for his other clinical responsibilities, Cathryn sent the intern and the medical student out for lunch and to patrol the emergency room for any possible admissions. After they left, she sat down in her office and silently opened Mr. W’s chart. Her eyes quickly dropped to the social history part of Mr. W’s admission note: Denied Alcohol and tobacco abuse, employed at a construction company, married with one son, 9 years old.

 She read those lines 3 or 4 more times, wishing that she had inquired more about him upon his admission. This man had died suddenly today. Cathryn felt ashamed. Mr. W had lived a full 47 years and all she knew about him was his medical condition, his work and marital status, and that he did not report any substance abuse. It was quite ironic to Cathryn that a person’s entire life could be boiled down to such few trivial points. 

She picked up the phone and dialed Mr. W’s home number. A little boy answered the phone. With a somber voice, Cathryn asked, “Can I speak to your mother?”

“Who are you?”

“I’m Cathryn—a doctor at Bayview Hospital. I need to talk to your mom, about your dad.” 

“Oh Daddy!”  Jesse was suddenly excited.  “We’re going to see him today. Mommy let me stay home from school so I can see Daddy early.  I drew him a picture of a beach. He promised we can go once he gets better!” Jesse paused for a moment, then added, “You’re the doctor that said you’re going to take good care of my dad, right?”

“Yeah,” Cathryn murmured, feeling a sharp twinge of pain in her chest.  It was just the same kind of pain Cathryn felt when she had to pacify her children and her husband with one of her empty promises, just so she could tend to her responsibilities at work. 

“Hold on, let me get mom for you”. A moment later, a woman’s voice spoke, “Hello, Dr. Leary? Is everything ok?” She sounded nervous, like she was already anticipating the dreaded news. 

“There’s been a change in your husband’s status,” Cathryn replied in a quiet voice. “I need to meet with you here at the hospital right away.” 

Cathryn’s tone must have alarmed Mrs. W., for she simply said “I’ll be right there,” before dropping the phone…







